Mercerizing Machine OPTIMERC
The mercerizing process for finishing fabrics made of cotton in a top-quality product. A higher dye pick-up as well as the silky luster is decisive for an elegant appearance of mercerized fabric such as outerwear, table linen and bed linen.

Mercerizing and stabilizing is carried out by the field-proven fabric passage on large dimensioned rollers in the prewetting, mercerizing and stabilizing section. The integrated liquor circulations lead to a uniform concentration upon mercerizing and to an efficient stabilizing.

Menzel mercerizing ranges are compatible with lye recovery systems and thus result in a reduction of lye consumption as well as operating costs. OPTIMERC mercerizing ranges are fully automated due to the process control system OPTICONTROL and based on the online recorded set values as well as data of the lye management system.